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Editorial
For the new European Commission
operational since 1 December, the first
challenge will be to mastermind enforcement
of the Brexit agreement. This is now a
foregone conclusion in the wake of the UK
elections on 12 December, which gave Boris
Johnson a sufficiently comfortable majority to
drive the agreement so long in the making
through the British Parliament, regrettable or
not though it may be. Relations between the
EU and the United Kingdom will, in future,
have to be covered by other agreements and
will depend on mutual trust and the desire to
forge partnerships, especially over defence.
The European Union will shortly be down
to 27 members with the departure of a major
partner, albeit one with no compunction over
demanding special treatment, refusing to be
party to certain policies, blocking or delaying
decisions, particularly with regard to defence,
or demanding the famous “British rebate”, with
scant regard for EU solidarity. While the
departure of a major partner may be
unfortunate, it may also be seen as an
opportunity to give the European project a new
lease of life and move towards greater
integration of Member States, always
anathema in any form to the United Kingdom.
Surely it is unthinkable that the European
Union should cease to progress and even start
to regress? It would signal the end of an
ambitious project envied by the rest of the
world, with Europe’s citizens as a whole being
the losers. Even with one member less,
Europe still has a great deal to offer. It will
continue to be the world’s second or third
economic power. Its citizens enjoy some of the
highest standards of living and the best
system of social protection in the world. The
euro, the single currency of 19 Member States
and the world’s second reserve currency, is
unlikely to be affected by Brexit. While the EU
may not be considered one the world’s leading
military powers, its overall approach, its

Common Defence and Security Policy and its
development aid funds enable it to play a
valuable part in the resolution of a large
number of crises. But there remain many
areas where the EU is still divided:
diplomatically, over defence and security,
budget and tax-related issues. It is these
weaknesses that prevent it from playing the
role on the world stage to which it should
logically be entitled given its economic and
demographic weight.
By shoring up the EU and attenuating its
weaknesses, it should be possible to make its
Member States stronger overall. Rather than
being a handicap for its members, as
supporters of national sovereignty are wont to
claim, the EU has proved without a doubt that
it is a vital asset for them, not just
economically. But it can do still better and it will
be up to the new team spearheading the EU to
demonstrate this and earn the support of
Europe’s citizens.
Where defence and security are
concerned, the objective was set in June
2016, namely strategic autonomy. It will be
incumbent on Josep Borrell, High
Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security
Policy, and Thierry Breton, Commissioner for
the Internal Market, whose portfolio extends to
the defence and space industries under a new
Directorate for the Defence Industry and
Space (DG DEFIS), to drive through the
various projects set in motion to attain this
objective, not least the European Defence
Fund, the regulations of which remain to be
approved in 2020 together with adequate
funding. It is on this last point that we will need
to hold a watching brief, since Brexit is bound
to destabilise the EU’s finances by lessening
resources overall.
Patrick Bellouard
Major General (Engineer, retired),

President of EuroDéfense-France
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European Defence
This article sums up the position and views of the EuroDéfense-France
Board on 1 October 2019, as input for the international EURODEFENSE
working group on the future of European defence.

Today, European citizens in both the East and the West are
calling for a common defence policy. While NATO will continue
to be active on the European stage in the coming years, the
need to reinforce Europe's strategic independence will become
increasingly necessary, given the specific challenges and
threats that Europe alone has to face.

of advising the Commission on the use of the European
Defence Fund (EDF). Furthermore, in light of the
responsibilities of the “High Representative of the Union for
Foreign Affairs and Security Policy” and for reasons of
consistency, it would be logical for the person concerned to
also have the title of EU Minister of Foreign Affairs.

Common European defence should only be seen as a
framework which draws on national capabilities and makes use
of the range of intergovernmental and community resources
available within the EU. It is a hybrid organisation designed to
combat hybrid threats. The position of High Representative,
also Vice-President of the European Commission (HR/VP), was
created to exploit these dual resources and ensure synergy
between them.

In the Commission, the appointment of a “Commissioner
designate for the Internal Market and Head of the DirectorateGeneral for Defence Industry and Space” should provide a
springboard for discussions. The new Commissioner will have
authority over those Commission services with the greatest
involvement in research, trade and standardisation, and will
therefore be able to address community issues such as
competition, exports, and the protection of intellectual property.
This should make it possible to align questions regarding
internal security issues with a more global approach to those of
defence overall. The coordination necessary at intergovernmental level should pass via existing channels.

As a matter of principle, it is EU foreign policy which steers
common defence policy. And yet EU foreign policy (and, by
extension, that of Member States) has failed to define the
issues to be addressed in order to cope with major, common
threats.
Numerous divisions exist within EU institutions today. The
main issue concerns the political organisation that needs to be
established. There is, however, no need for drastic changes to
the Treaty of Lisbon, which is an excellent toolkit. The aim is to
make the EU more united, which undoubtedly means giving
collective defence a bigger role to play. If European defence is
to progress, action will be necessary at intergovernmental level
(since national sovereignty is concerned), and at community
level, where leverage in terms of the ability to take initiatives
and earmark financial resources should be used to develop a
European defence industry and enhance its capacities.

A400M performing mass air refuelling operations over Spain

Credit: Airbus

In line with these changes, the European Parliament’s
Subcommittee on Security and Defence should become a fullyfledged commission in its own right, especially given the role it
will have to play in relation to the European Defence Fund.

EDF announcement - Brussels 30 Nov. 2016

Credit : EPA/Olivier Hoslet

In order to encourage regular exchanges on defence issues
among leading Commission officials and Heads of State and
Government, a European Union Security Council should be
created and the HR/VP made responsible for its permanent
secretariat. Similarly, establishing a Council of the European
Union for Defence Ministers would give these Ministers greater
visibility and more importantly, allow them to fulfil the vital task

Permanent headquarters must be established for planning
and managing civil/military operations. These will need to work
in liaison with the Commission’s structures responsible for
managing civil protection and humanitarian aid operations
(General Directorate in charge of crisis management).
Depending on the requirements, these headquarters should
ultimately be supplemented by the addition of permanent
operational military staff and suitable training and exercise
facilities.
It is vital for EU defence to be considered as a whole. While
the EU may have all the attributes of a “smart power”, an
overall approach is the only way for it to acquire the trappings
of power and for its authority to be recognised. Its ambitions
should not stop at the Common Security and Defence Policy
(CSDP). If, as it is stated in the Treaty of Lisbon, the EU wishes
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(Cont. from P. 2)
to protect its citizens, infrastructures and, more generally, its
strategic interests, it must develop its collective defence to
combat hybrid threats which, by their very nature, require rapid
and multidisciplinary solutions.
It is the solidity and unity of political action that determines
the unity of military action and is therefore the yardstick for
measuring the effectiveness of European defence.
Effectiveness depends on the ability to anticipate, respond,
implement major certification processes, bring together or pool
different types of capabilities and harmonise military needs.
As for the notion of a European army, this is something
which strikes a chord with the general public. While it is still in
the process of development, variable, cooperative or integrated
factors can be used for its definition. A European army should
be deployed on a case by case basis in European operations
according to preconceived scenarios, as this would facilitate
advance planning by applying collaborative principles.

Operationally, it should be possible to set out different forms
of action for potential scenarios. Their application will require
exercises and training, standards and precepts, particularly in
the case of high intensity operations involving the use of force.
The EU must develop civil/military exercises (deploying senior
officers and other ranks), as this is crucial in the face of hybrid
threats.
In conclusion, Europe is a unique and unprecedented
construction in world history. It consists of a combination of
community and government cooperation entities, depending on
the particular field. It requires the consent of the different
peoples involved. Fragile yet strong, Europe remains a work in
progress. The process must be pursued resolutely but sensibly.

There is no real point in creating a European branch within
NATO. The European members of the EU and of NATO have
no strong common sense of identity and the branch would
never be fully independent. NATO offers specific benefits in
terms of organisation, training and interoperability. Developing
European defence will naturally reinforce NATO’s capabilities. A
stronger Europe is in the United States’ interests.
In terms of capabilities, the first stage should consist of
coordinating national defence plans in preparation for
identifying common European objectives and sharing
responsibilities among Member States. This is the role of the
European Defence Agency (EDA), alongside EU Military Staff,
who need to be reminded that this forms part of their
responsibilities. Efforts will be required to ensure the vital
coordination between the EDA and the new Commission. All
existing and often little-known tools, such as the Permanent
Structured Cooperation (PESCO), structured or type A or B
cooperation, should be directed towards the new type of
financing offered by the EDF. The EDF will encourage

Source: eeas.europa.eu

cooperation, spark industrial consolidation and help preserve
vital capabilities. Where industry is concerned, cooperation
between Member States should no longer be based on the
notion of fair returns on each individual operation but on
achieving a long-term balance along similar lines to the rules
applicable in the case of OCCAR.
The idea of a European White Paper should be reexamined but while making it clear that this should culminate in
effective defence plans akin to a military programming act. The
White Paper should cover a wider CSDP, including major heavy
items of equipment and make allowance for the defencesecurity continuum.
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Paris, Luxembourg Palace, 8 November 2019

“Thirty years after the fall of the Berlin Wall,
where does the Defence of Europe stand?”
PRESS RELEASE

Luxembourg Palace - North face
Credits: Senate / C.Lerouge - S.Kerlidou

“Thirty years after the fall of the Berlin Wall, where does
the Defence of Europe stand?” Such was the title of the
conference staged by EuroDéfense-France, the
Robert Schuman Foundation and the French Senate's
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Armed Forces, in
partnership with the national newspaper La Croix. Senior
experts gathered in three round-table sessions, to talk freely
and openly about the following issues:
1 - A world without Europe? Can we picture a scenario in
which European integration stops moving forward, or even
starts to regress? The European Union is not without its assets.
It is still the world’s second economic power. While it cannot
claim to be a leading military power, its overall approach – the
Common Security and Defence Policy, and the development
aid funds – are such that it can play a substantial role in settling
a large number of crises. It also offers its citizens one of the
world’s highest standards of living and a superlative social
protection system. But it is struggling to maintain this position,
since it is vulnerable on many scores. The EU is often divided
and incapable of presenting a united diplomatic front. It also
refuses to undertake coercive military missions. It is
increasingly plagued with border issues. Last but not least,
Europe is not alone and its policies have to interact with those
of other major countries (USA, Russia and China). These have
to be fed into the equation.
2 - A Europe without defence? Today, no one can ignore
the growing dangers facing Europe, particularly at its borders,
or the diverse range of threats and new forms of conflict
(cybernetics, space, etc.). Against this backdrop, Europeans
find themselves in a weak defensive position, as their nations
are incapable of assuming their defence responsibilities alone.
There is also uncertainty over American security guarantees,
while EU capabilities remain primitive through lack of ambition.

And yet, many of today’s threats affect all European States. It is
vital that the EU should take action within its borders and even
beyond, when its interests or values are at stake. It needs to
develop a comprehensive strategy based on shared foreign
policy and, thereby, defence objectives. Greater integration and
more mutual efforts on the part of Member States are therefore
vital to ensuring maximum efficiency. While the transatlantic
partnership is still highly desirable, it should not stand in the
way of developing European capabilities. France needs to take
the initiative in this respect.
3 - A Europe without a future? What measures should we
take to secure Europe’s future? The question of Europe’s
strategic autonomy and the conditions for achieving it needs to
be addressed. What role could or should a united Europe play
in the world through its foreign policy and defence? But the
most difficult question is that of sovereignty. How can
sovereignty on a European scale strengthen individual, national
sovereignties? How can shared sovereignty operate while
respecting the fundamental principles of democracy?
Delegation or transfer? Complementarity or subsidiarity? Is
European defence possible without a European army? What
exactly is European defence? While there is every reason to
attempt to align key interests, which is a driving force for
greater integration, this cannot suffice without the full support of
European citizens who are conscious of their common values,
heritage and future. How can we rally support among a vast
majority of citizens by reviving the European dream?
Conclusion
Vaira Vīķe Freiberga, former President of Latvia
(1999-2007), received an emotional and enthusiastic response
from the audience, particularly when she spoke up on behalf of
Europe’s “smaller countries”, which not only exist but are also
entitled to have their say.

Conference Room

Credits: Senate / C.Lerouge - S.Kerlidou
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Paris, Luxembourg Palace, 8 November 2019

“The European army is a very real possibility”
for Jean-Paul Perruche, Lieutenant General (retired)
Interview by Jean-Baptiste François (La Croix)
Published in La Croix on 8 November 2019
Interviewed during the conference on “Thirty years after
the fall of the Berlin Wall, where does the Defence of
Europe stand?”, which took place at the French Senate and
was co-organised by the Robert Schuman Foundation and
EuroDéfense-France, an association partnered by the
newspaper La Croix, Jean-Paul Perruche, Lieutenant General
(retired), former Director General of the European Union
Military Staff, took the opportunity to reflect on the idea of a
European army.
La Croix: On 7 November, Emmanuel Macron caused a stir
when he accused NATO of being brain-dead. The German
Chancellor Angela Merkel immediately distanced herself from
this blunt statement. Was it the right time to spark controversy,
just two days before the anniversary of the fall of the Berlin
Wall?
Jean-Paul Perruche: The differences between the German and
French Heads of State revealed by this indirect exchange are
nothing new. They have simply resurfaced in a context
coloured more by the situation in Iran and Syria for example,
where European views in NATO are no longer welcome, than
by the anniversary of fall of the Berlin Wall.
La Croix: In the end, President Macron’s attitude has echoes of
General de Gaulle: he has no wish to be steamrollered by
American domination or to be relegated to a supplicatory role.
Since he cannot commit France to going it alone, he is out to
promote European defence. Angela Merkel’s position is quite
different, largely because in Germany, for obvious historical
reasons, anything with military connotations is rejected by the
majority of the population. Having no desire to be dependent
on France for its security, Germany has fallen into the habit of
relying on the United States for support.
Under such circumstances, how can the “European Army”
promised in Paris and Berlin ever hope to see the light of day?
Jean-Paul Perruche: I believe it is a very real possibility,
provided we are clear on what we mean by “European army”,
since the term is often used but rarely defined. Visions of
regiments with Slovenian, Portuguese and Finnish soldiers
fighting side by side are unrealistic. A “Tower of Babel” scenario
like this has little mileage. As I see it, for transnational armies,
combat units 1 should comprise a minimum of 1,000 men. By
contrast, at European level, we are perfectly capable of
organising the necessary command structures. One of the
good things about NATO is that it has bequeathed us a shared
military heritage, making it easier for us to agree among
ourselves.
La Croix: Can a “true European army” ever see the light of
day?

1

Jean-Paul Perruche: All the European countries have assets to
bring to the table and shortcomings that need to be addressed.
There are openings for common and complementary jobs
conducive to economies of scale. We could plan ahead,
establish scenarios in advance so that our forces could be
rapidly deployed. But for an efficient and credible army of this
type to see the light of day, we first need to conduct a joint
analysis of the potential threats to help us in creating structures
based on common interests. And I believe that in areas such as
nuclear proliferation, terrorism, space, information and
intelligence, we can find this type of common ground. This is
what we did when we developed Galileo, Europe’s own global
navigation satellite system, or when we created Tiger, the
Franco-German attack helicopter.
La Croix: Are there enough signs of military commitment
coming out of Germany to enable truly European defence?
Jean-Paul Perruche: It is true that, with only 1.35% of its GDP
allocated to defence, Germany is still far from the 2025 target
of 2%. Yet, in monetary terms, this is more than the sums
earmarked in the French defence budget, even though, unlike
Germany, France is a nuclear power. The problem is that
Germany spends too much money on operations and not
enough on equipment.
What is more, Germany has slowly been changing since
the fall of the Berlin Wall. I still remember the first German
soldiers sent to Somalia in 1993 as part of the “Restore Hope”
operation spearheaded by the United States. They had no
weapons and were orange-clad: clearly, they were there on a
humanitarian mission. Then came the Kosovo War, NATO’s
intervention in Bosnia and, a little later, the loss of 55 soldiers
in Afghanistan. Today German troops are on the ground in Mali,
providing France with back-up for training and strategic location
protection missions. But it goes without saying that there are
still political obstacles to be overcome before the Germans can
deploy operational forces.

Jean-Paul Perruche

Lieutenant General (retired)
Former Director General of the
European Union Military Staff
Former President and Board
member of EuroDéfense-France

Editor’s note : national combat units
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The EU Migration Challenge
A collective contribution from several members of EURODEFENSE-ESPAÑA
headed by Ambassador Manuel de la Cámara

The migration phenomenon is one of the most sensitive
issues of the EU agenda. The 2015 big refugee crisis - caused
by the collapse of the Syrian State, compounded with State
fragility in Afghanistan and Iraq - had far-reaching political
repercussions in the EU as a whole and in some Member
States. At the same time, political chaos in Libya created a new
transit option and favorable ground for smugglers across the
Mediterranean, facilitating movement of migrants from subSaharan Africa towards Europe.
The huge flow of migrants has created serious tensions
within the EU and strengthened populist and xenophobic
political movements in EU Member States. There is a severe
risk that the widespread perception of weak European solidarity
on this issue and deficient management of migration will fuel
Euroscepticism across the EU. Migration is already and will
continue to be at the forefront of the European agenda and the
way it is managed may considerably determine the future of the
European integration process.
Migration is a multidimensional phenomenon that needs to
be addressed from the economic, security and sociological
points of view. Due to its dimension and complexity it affects all
EU Member States (with a special burden falling on the border
countries), and it poses a serious challenge to the free
movement of people within the Union, in particular to the
Schengen system. It should, therefore, be seen as a common
EU affair, not only as a national responsibility.

MIGRATION IS NOT A PROBLEM BUT A REALITY TO
BE MANAGED WITHIN THE LAW
It is wrong to consider migration as a “problem”. It should
be seen as a reality that needs to be appropriately addressed.
It is not a cyclical but a structural phenomenon, although flows
may change from time to time for different reasons (economic
crises, climate change, armed conflicts, the opening of new
ways of entry). It should be conducted as orderly and securely
as possible, taking into account the safety of migrants and their
integration in a way that will benefit both migrants and the local
communities where they settle. Integration – including on the
job market, but also culturally - is vital to avoiding abuses and
cultural clashes.
Although immigration may contribute to alleviating Europe’s
demographic decline, it should not be seen as the main
solution to this problem. It is necessary for governments to
encourage births by establishing programmes to support
families that decide to have children with appropriate social
services, tax incentives and maternity and paternity leave.
The main objective of EU policy should be to encourage
legal and orderly immigration and deter illegal flows. This may
require reviewing national and EU legislation and, if necessary,
adapting it to achieve that purpose. It also requires appropriate
border controls and cooperation with the countries of origin and
transit. The protection and control of borders is an essential
element of State sovereignty and one of the basic
responsibilities of national governments. It must be part of a
comprehensive policy on migration, which requires cooperation
and coordination among the various state institutions, such as
the courts, security forces, central, regional and local
authorities. EU institutions such as Frontex can provide
substantial support but cannot replace national competence in
this matter.
It is obviously good to attract skilled labour to fill the gaps in
the job market. But it also happens that there are in some EU
countries job requirements in certain areas that are less
attractive to locals and remain vacant. Such may be the case,
for instance, in agriculture, construction, tourism services, care
of senior citizens or domestic service. This could be positive if
the migrants’ entry is properly managed according to the job
requirements and with respect of immigration laws. But there
are often people willing to employ irregular migrant workers to
take advantage of their precarious situation and avoid the
obligations of legal hire. These irresponsible actions may have
a “pull effect”, encouraging migrants to move to Europe as
illegal workers and lead to abuses on the part of employers.

Source: World Economic Forum

It is, therefore, necessary that the EU authorities encourage
Member States to improve legal mechanisms to facilitate
organized migration flows and urge them to adopt the proper
measures to deter the employment of irregular migrants, so
that illegal flows are not fostered.
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Another “pull effect” may be caused by the excessively
generous access of irregular migrants to health care and other
social services (education, housing, basic income). This could
become an additional burden on those services, as it increases
the number of people enjoying those benefits, many of whom
do not pay taxes, and it encourages the so-called “health
tourism” (people who enter the country as tourists but come in
reality to receive medical care). Populist parties in Europe use
this as a strong argument to oppose immigration as a matter of
principle. To counter the growing political gains by the Front
National, President Macron has recently announced a new
migration policy in France, which includes restrictions to access
to healthcare by irregular migrants and the introduction of
quotas for the admission of non-EU workers.
WORKING WITH THE GOVERNMENTS OF ORIGIN AND
OF TRANSIT COUNTRIES
The proper management of migration flows requires
working as much as possible in cooperation with the
governments of the countries of origin taking into account, as
appropriate, the various causes of migration (economic,
security, political prosecution, climate, etc). Such cooperation
requires time, patience and diplomacy, treating the partner
governments as equals. Some instruments, such as visa policy,
could perhaps be used to exert appropriate pressure on these
governments.
It is often necessary to provide assistance to these
governments to help them manage migration flows. This may
include institution building (training of police officers, of courts,
customs and coast guard officials) and the provision of the
necessary equipment (ships, radars, etc.). This assistance
should be rendered by both the EU member countries
bilaterally and the European Union, both acting in a
coordinated way.
Development assistance should also be aimed at
strengthening the production base and the creation of jobs in
the countries of origin as well as the provision of basic services
(health, education) to the local populations, taking into account
the fact that this may give results only on a long term basis
(Martin Ramírez). The loss of human capital (especially young
and educated people) is a serious obstacle to development of
these countries.
The opening of EU markets to exports from these countries
and encouraging European investment in them – through
business missions and tax incentives - is extremely important
to help create jobs and better living conditions there, so that
fewer people may decide to migrate. To achieve this goal,
helping the establishment of solid institutions (the courts, the
security forces) should be one of the EU’s priorities.
The EU and the Member States should work in a
coordinated way with the countries of origin to facilitate
repatriation of illegal migrants and the recruitment of legal
workers. This recruitment should be demand-driven for both
permanent and temporary jobs (with return of migrants to their
respective countries of origin in this latter case). The
establishment of bilateral agreements with those governments
is one of the best ways to facilitate proper recruitment in the
countries of origin.

Cooperation with the countries of transit is very important
as well. It is necessary to provide them with financial and
material assistance to help manage the flow of migrants.
The EU policy of cooperation on migration has produced
substantial results, including the readmission of illegal
migrants, with some successful examples such as Turkey,
Nigeria, Morocco and Egypt; although some governments are
not as open to cooperation as others. In November 2015 the
EU established the Emergency Trust Fund for Africa (EUTF for
Africa) with an allocation of € 647.7 million covering Algeria,
Tunisia, Morocco and Egypt. The aim of EUTF is “to contribute
to safe, secure, legal and orderly migration from, to and within
the region and support an effective management of migration
flows that protects human rights”.
SHARING RESPONSIBILITY AMONG MEMBER STATES
WITHIN THE EU
The EU has not established a system for the Member
States to share responsibility for rescuing at sea and hosting
migrants in a fair manner. Some Member States refuse to
participate in any arrangement for dealing with this common
challenge. Over 10,000 people have drowned while trying to
cross the Mediterranean since 2015 (of which 1,080 in 2019).
The rescue at sea of migrants is an obligation established
by international law (UNCLOS among other conventions). But
the place of disembarkation of migrants who have been
rescued at sea is a different and more complex matter that
should be tackled in a coordinated way at EU level. The UN’s
1951 Refugee Convention is also applicable, although quite
often refugees do not flee so much to escape from political
persecution as from hyperinflation, poverty, banditry and food
insecurity, which are the consequence of the prevailing political
situation in their home countries. This makes their recognition
as refugees subject to interpretation by the country of
destination. The 2013 Dublin Regulation has produced serious
tensions within the EU because it established that the first
Member State where the asylum request has been filed is the
one responsible for the examination of that request. This,
compounded with the refusal of other EU countries to share in
the distribution of asylum seekers, has placed a
disproportionate burden on border states such as Greece, Italy
or Spain.
The fight against the networks that facilitate illegal
immigration (people-smugglers) is not directed against the
migrants themselves but against the organizations that engage
in these criminal activities. The EU, acting within its common
foreign and security policy, should cooperate with the countries
of origin to combat illegal networks. Frontex, the European
Border and Coast Guard Agency, should – together with
Member States - provide technical assistance and support to
the countries of origin and transit to help strengthen border
controls.
EU military operations within the CSDP such as
EUNAVFORMED SOPHIA (UNSC Resol. 2240), which
operates in the central Mediterranean, can be deployed to fight
against the networks of illegal migration, rescue migrant people
at sea and stem the flow of illegal entrance by these routes.
They can also provide training for local personnel (in the case
of operation SOPHIA, the units of the Libyan Coast Guard).
Due to the fact that operation SOPHIA no longer uses ships but
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(Cont. from P. 7)
only unmanned aerial vehicles, it cannot continue rescuing
people at sea. New operations such as SOPHIA could be set
up in the future, once the obstacles that caused its failure are
removed.
Terrorist and inter-community violence is provoking the
displacement of hundreds of thousands of people in Burkina
Faso and other countries in the Sahel. Governments in the
region are unable to stop this violence. The EU must pay
attention to the situation in this region.
In Spain the main responsibilities for migration correspond
to the Ministry of the Interior, the Ministry of Labour, Migration
and Social Security and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
European Union and Cooperation, working in coordination with
the regional (Autonomous Communities) and local
governments. The Ministry of Defence participates in the
coordination body within the National Security Council.
Illegal migration flows to Spain have been substantially
lower in 2019 than in previous years: 23,000/25,000 people vs
65,000 in 2018 (- 43%). The February 2019 arrangement
between Spain and Morocco is working reasonably well. This
reduction has also been noticed in the Central Mediterranean
(-25%), but there has been an increase of flows in the Eastern
Mediterranean (+25%). The so-called “Atlantic route” (from
Latin America) is growing and the sea routes from West Africa
have started reaching the Canary Islands again (small crafts
-“cayucos”- sailing from Mauritania). A number of African
migrants move by air from Sub-Saharan Africa to Morocco
(Casablanca) and, from there, to Ceuta, Melilla and the
Moroccan northern coast.
With regard to people demanding asylum and refuge, the
actual management of migrants is a national responsibility.
Together with illegal migration for economic reasons, it
represents a heavy burden to national, regional and local
authorities. The numbers of asylum-seekers in Spain have
increased significantly in 2019 (about 80,000 requests), in large
part due to the closure of the North American routes, drought
and violence in Central America and the collapse of
Venezuela’s economy. This puts Spain in 3rd place within the
EU, after Germany and France. Most of these asylum seekers
come from five Latin American countries that enjoy visa waivers
(Venezuela, Colombia, Nicaragua, El Salvador and Honduras)
directly to Spain or through airports of other EU countries.
About 90% of them stay in Spain and do not move to other EU

Global migration routes

countries, mainly due to cultural affinities. Due to the big
numbers, processing of refugee applications has become quite
burdensome. There is also difficulty in the official recognition of
professional diplomas that would help their integration in the
job market.
SOME RECENT INITIATIVES
Last September the Ministers of the Interior of Germany,
France, Malta and Italy met in La Valetta and agreed to
establish a permanent mechanism for relocating the migrants
that are rescued at sea by private or governmental vessels.
Spain has made its participation on this initiative subject to
several conditions, namely, that the mechanism be mandatory
for all 27 Member States, that it encompass all routes and not
only the one in the central Mediterranean and that the country
of first arrival does not have the sole responsibility for
managing the migration flows. The EU must establish clear and
transparent rules for SAR, disembarkation and relocation.
Reform of the Dublin Regulation seems to be necessary.
It is expected that the new EU Commission will soon
present new proposals on migration and asylum, to be
examined by the European Council. The Commission has
proposed a significant increase in funding for migration and
border control under the 2021-2027 Financial Perspectives.
In conclusion, it is clear that migration must be orderly,
controlled and centred on the integration of migrants in our
societies. To achieve this, the EU must adopt a multi-pronged
approach, working in cooperation with the migrants’ home,
transit and destination countries, within the principle of shared
responsibility among the EU Member States and the
continuous financial and institutional support of the Union.

Madrid, November 2019

Source: World Economic Forum
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What Strategy for China:
Securing its frontiers? Dominating Eurasia and the Indian Ocean?
Consequences & risks for Russia and Europe
by Professor Emmanuel Lincot,
Historian, Sinologist, Professor, Catholic University of Paris (ICP)

I have just one hour to talk about China and its strategy, a
challenge in itself!
As an historian, I shall be referring to a few past events in
support of my assumptions and analyses.
One major factor worth noting is that military practice in the
political history of the People's Liberation Army (PLA) and the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) revolves around what is
commonly called "asymmetrical warfare" or unconventional
wars. In Third World revolutionary history, including the
Chinese communist revolutions inspired by Mao Zedong,
among others, it was this military practice that formed the
foundations of political programmes. Traces of this remain
today, for example as regards cyberwar.
The PLA (founded in 1927) was originally an army of
peasant soldiers. Mao’s brainchild, it soon spread to other
countries: revolutionary guerrillas, Khmer Rouge (Cambodia),
Shining Path (Peru), etc.
The PLA started acquiring nuclear weapons in 1964. This
greatly contributed to General de Gaulle's decision to give
official recognition to the People's Republic of China, on the
grounds that: “You can't ignore a country that has the Bomb”,
which remains true today with North Korea.
At the time, this march towards the Bomb sparked major
tensions within the CCP and the Chinese Politburo. There were
those who supported the idea of a Mao-style revolutionary
army of the purest and most basic kind, and others, such as
Peng Dehuai, who favoured reform, modernisation of the PLA
and even the creation of a “nuclear army” and were
subsequently purged from office by Mao.
Between 1964 and 1995, the PLA conducted nuclear tests,
particularly in the Taklamakan Desert in Xinjiang Province,
formerly Chinese Turkestan. Today, China is believed to have
some 400 nuclear warhead-equipped delivery mechanisms.
This is much on a par with France, far fewer than Russia and
the United States. From a nuclear standpoint, China is a middle
power, which explains why it has sided with Putin’s Russia to
enjoy the benefits of the greater protection this affords a
country of its size.
The true strategic dimension of the PLA first became
apparent in an operation undertaken outside Chinese borders,
during a somewhat forgotten dispute between China and
Vietnam in 1979.
China was the loser in this conflict. At the time, Vietnam
was strongly supported by the USSR and could therefore count
on far better technical structures, logistics, strategic and tactical
capacity.
All this basically to say that, apart from numbers for troop
size and equipment, we know very little about this army and its
abilities, particularly in relation to operations for which it would

be necessary to project well ahead over time. This uncertainty
prompts considerable speculation, even fuelling fantasies
heavily cultivated, we should have no illusions, by the
Americans.
I would add, and this is a vital point we should always bear
in mind, that this army is political. It is a fundamental part of the
regime. The regime has been threatened on more than one
occasion, during the Cultural Revolution or at the time of
Tiananmen (1989), and each time it was the army that saved it.
The links between the CCP & PLA are therefore very close.
It is also apparent, rather like in Thailand, that senior army
executives have adapted to the reforms, with people ranking at
brigadier general level or above also heading hotel chains or
iron & steel plants, etc.
The current President Xi Jinping’s rise to power was not all
plain sailing. He had to overcome a number of major rivals, not
least Bo XiLai. There were, and certainly still are, internal
struggles between factions in the party and the Politburo. But
the current government pretexted anti-corruption policy to
cashier a very large number of senior military officials, army
officers, above all.
As you are well aware, China as a power does not
correspond to the “standard” model in the traditional sense:
unlike the United States, it is not in all respects a “hyperpower”,
but it is nevertheless a power that is increasingly asserting
itself, even if the reasons for this were initially economic. A few
figures here to illustrate my point:
●

Early 1980s, about 200,000 Chinese nationals abroad

●

In 2015, about 125,000,000 Chinese nationals abroad

(Source: Terror Overseas: Understanding China’s Evolving
Counter-Terror Strategy, Mathieu Duchâtel, ECFR publications)
Thus, whether it wants to or not, China will have cause to
justify and participate in external operations.
Recently, China exfiltrated hundreds of nationals from
Yemen and thousands from Libya.
This trend will become more pronounced in the coming
years: places such as Sub-Saharan Africa, East Africa, the
Horn of Africa, etc.
Against this backdrop, it is worth noting that since May
2016, China has had a permanent base in Djibouti. This is now
fully operational and is manned by several thousand soldiers.
Of course, this is a major strategic location, as France is well
aware. It is on the route to the Bab-el-Mandeb Strait, and
beyond, to Suez. The other main point of transit is the Malacca
Strait.
For China, controlling these mandatory points of transit is
essential, not because it has its eye on the particular regions
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but because they afford access to its nationals, raw materials
and markets.
For instance, President Xi Jinping is particularly anxious to
secure and improve the roads between China and Europe.

China’s strategy clearly runs counter to the vision of the
United States and its Indian and Japanese allies, who favour
an “Indo-Pacific” project.
There are three different ways of expressing things
depending on whether your viewpoint is French, American or
Chinese.
In reality, the confusion, even over the terms selected,
speaks volumes in itself. And we still know nothing about the
exact scope of the project.
For my part, I can be quite categorical in stating that it is a
global hegemonic project representing a fundamental threat to
European interests.
There is another key point, which is that this project is
probably is driven solely by Xi Jinping. This tells us something
about the state of the Chinese political regime. That one man
should hold so many prerogatives is reminiscent of Maoist
practices which we thought had been consigned to a bygone
era.

China’s string of pearls

Source: voiceofdjibouti.com

I will be saying more later about this major Chinese initiative
that rejoices in the name of the “Belt and Road Initiative” (BRI),
or “the New Silk Roads”.
This is the most important economic and strategic initiative
ever thought up by humankind. It will shape the terms and
conditions of international relations for decades to come.
Whether or not we subscribe to this project, there is no doubt
that it will have a structuring effect.

We know that this project is increasingly criticised in China
and within the Politburo. Of course, it carries a high price tag.
When Xi Jinping launched it in 2013 in a speech delivered in
Astana, the capital of Kazakhstan, a country in Central Asia
bordering on China, it was in the form of an investment plan for
facilities worth more than one thousand billion dollars, already
a vast amount in itself. Today, according to the experts,
especially Christian Vicenty, who works at the Ministry for the
Economy, the cost would probably be 9 times greater.
Some of these investments are being made at a loss, in
bankrupt countries.
We could quote the example of Pakistan, which has
enjoyed this type of largesse from Xi Jinping and the Chinese
government. In April 2015, during Xi Jinping’s much publicised
visit to Islamabad, China announced a 45-billion-dollar plan to
create a “strategic corridor” linking the port of Gwadar, in the
Gulf of Oman, to Kashgar in China.

At first, France was in favour of striking a compromise with
China. But more recently, its position has changed.
The project is overarching, economic, military and
diplomatic. It is based on the trading post rationale, along
similar lines to that of the Europeans (French, British, Dutch,
Portuguese and others) between the 16th and 20th centuries.
Outposts are being established to allow China to refuel and
provide logistics support for its naval vessels.
If I remember rightly, China has about 8,000 merchant ships
across the world compared with the hundred or so of the
United States, putting it in pole position. According to western
experts, these ships could easily be converted to carry troops
and equipment.
The key bases are in Cambodia, Burma and Sri Lanka.
Historically, Cambodia has been China’s ally since the days
of the Khmer Rouge.
Sri Lanka has allowed China and its ally, Pakistan, to set up
a rear alliance vis-à-vis major rival India.

Source thehansindia.com - China-Pakistan Economic Corridor

Gwadar is a deep water port developed by the Chinese a
few years ago. It is a civilian port but could easily be adapted to
accommodate Chinese naval vessels.
The project includes, in particular, a network of pipelines
linking China to the Indian Ocean. For China is faced with a
strategic dilemma: the traditional route for shipping its oil
imports passes through the Malacca Strait, a very dangerous
part of the world, under the control of the United States and its
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allies (e.g. Singapore). For China, these are its “main strategic
enemies”.

It has the other purpose of combatting international
terrorism. And, coincidentally, it was launched in the same year
as the terrorist attacks on New York’s World Trade Centre.
In the aftermath of these attacks, Georges W. Bush gave
Chinese authorities free rein to stamp out the separatist
movements among the Uighur peoples as part of the fight
against international terrorism. The persecution of these
peoples continues to this day: it is said that of 100 million
Uighurs living in the north-west province of China, one million
have been interned in camps.
It should also be noted that, in December 2001, a landmark
year, China joined the WTO. This was a crucial development
that sheds light on Xi Jinping’s speech in 2017 in Davos, where
he spoke out in favour of neoliberalism. China has been the
principal beneficiary of globalisation and the wholesale
disappearance of economic borders.

Map of the Strait of Malacca, from a U.S. Department of Defence report

The project goes back quite some time. Indeed, in the
aftermath of the fall of the USSR, China started to look for new
allies and new interests to avoid the burgeoning confrontation
with the United States.
At the time, China was particularly keen to reconnect with
its prestigious past, in particular through UNESCO-based
initiatives, the ancient central Asian zone and the old Silk
Roads. Since 1991, many of the Central Asian countries
involved have declared their independence. Earlier, we spoke
of China’s neighbour Kazakhstan but we should also mention
Uzbekistan.
With these countries and, later, Russia, in 1996 China first
created the “Shanghai Club”, later renamed the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO) in 2001. To date, the SCO is
the second largest international organisation after the UN. It
encompasses some 45% of the world’s population. The SCO
provides a forum where China can make its voice heard, even
though the organisation is still lacking in real credibility.
Yet, last year, the SCO managed to achieve the impossible
by reuniting the two great rivals that are Pakistan and India.
And, at the last meeting, as an observer, the guest of honour
was Iran, a country blighted by renewed American sanctions
and, therefore, looking for new allies. We should not forget that
Iran is also one of China’s main partners in its overall Middle
East strategy and that a large proportion of Beijing’s
hydrocarbon imports come from the Islamic Republic. I should
emphasise that India also needs hydrocarbons from Iran.

The SCO is also a testbed for Chinese diplomacy,
particularly in Central Asia.
Perhaps I should say a little more about Uzbekistan at this
point. In 2004, China created the world’s first Confucius
Institute. There are now some 400 of them in the world. As a
sign of the times, Donald Trump recently banned them on
American territory. There are 13 in France. Uzbekistan is a
transit and control point for the whole of Central Asia. In
particular, it acts as a link between Turkmenistan and China,
Ashkhabad having finalised a giant gas deal with Beijing, much
to American and Russia fury.
China has also set up a military intelligence and antiterrorism bureau in Tashkent.
As I have already said, plans for new silk roads are nothing
new. Since 2007, they have been in competition with another
project, called the Indo-Pacific or Quadrilateral Security
Dialogue (QSD).

Source Wikipedia en.wikipedia.org : Quadrilateral Security Dialogue

It was Heraclitus who spoke of the “unity of opposites”.
Economic difficulties notwithstanding, Iran is therefore well
placed in relation to China. It is not impossible that, by being
under China’s wing, Iran could play the role of “policeman” and
act as balancing power in the region.
The port of Gwadar could also offer China a solution to the
strategic problems that would be created in the event of a
blockade of the Hormuz Strait.
The aim of the SCO is therefore to secure shipping routes
and energy supplies.

This is the brainchild of two heads of state who enjoy a very
close relationship, namely Narendra Modi of India and Shinzo
Abe of Japan.
Personalities aside, this relationship unites these two
countries against China. It represents a long-term constant, a
textbook case, so to speak, of relations between civilisations.
And the USA and Australia should also be added to the
equation. This is yet another example of a rear alliance
designed to halt Chinese progression.
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According to two famous theories used in global
relationships, it is also directly linked with the structural
opposition between terrestrial and maritime powers.
→ The Chinese Belt and Road Initiative is a natural
response to the creation of the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue.
Envious of the EU’s know-how and economic power (the
EU being its main economic partner), China is out to establish
a robust and permanent relationship with the Union. All of these
“silk roads” converge on the EU, including those passing via
Africa. The one that remains is, of course, the overland route
through Central Asia.

To come back to the subject of the strategic rivalry between
the USA and China which is the factor that will have a profound
impression on the way world and international relations evolve
in the coming decades.
You are surely aware that in the middle of the Indian Ocean
is Diego Garcia, the Anglo-American military base and, in the
middle of the Pacific, the American base Guam. India and
Japan are also, through delegation, party to these structures,
and France is similarly involved.
Chinese strategy is, therefore, largely hamstrung by the
situation I have just described. However, in Central Asia, there
are also hotspots that jeopardise the whole project :
- The unstable situation in Pakistan, with entire regions over
which Islamabad has lost control, in particular Balochistan that
is not far from the port of Gwadar. Some Chinese expatriates
were assassinated by extremists there last year. There is also
the illicit trade in weapons and drugs that is detrimental to
Chinese business interests
- Afghanistan, yet another place where China and its Indian
rival are once again on opposing sides.
- Kashmir.
- The Doklam region, between Bhutan and Sikkim. In August
and September 2017, we were tottering on the edge of direct
confrontation between India and China. Thousands of tanks
and trucks were heading for the Indian border.

Belt and Road Initiative

Source: asiagreen.com

And what about France and the EU in all of this?
France is a maritime power. It possesses the second
biggest EEZ (Exclusive Economic Zone) in the world after the
USA.
France is present in the Mediterranean, the Atlantic, the
Pacific and the Indian Ocean.
In May 2018 in Canberra, French President Emmanuel
Macron, made the point that the QSD had more to offer French
interests than the Chinese Belt Road Initiative. It is also in line
with the policy of rapprochement with Australia, a country with
which a number of arms deals have recently been signed.
France is also sending a message to China, a warning that
we are under no illusions with regard to China’s intentions,
which, while perhaps not aggressive, are at the very least
“offensive” in relation to Western interests.
For the Chinese, this new message is tantamount to a
betrayal on the part of France, which seems to have
backtracked on the initial position understood from the French
President’s words in his speech of 8 January 2018 in Xi’an,
which tended more towards compromise and a positive French
response.
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- The Middle East, where crises are particularly common.
- The region round Crimea, another problem area.
The future of the project is far from secure:
- Turmoil is rife.
- The project is vulnerable because it is the personal preserve
of Chinese President Xi Jinping
- It has only the tenuous support of Vladimir Putin.
The stability of these two authoritarian regimes is
threatened by our ignorance of how they are both likely to
develop and what will happen when their respective leaders
are no longer in power.
There are also early signs of opposition from the Chinese
Politburo, among those who are beginning to doubt that they
will ever see a return on the investment in these colossal
projects financed by China and its taxpayers at a loss.
China’s plans are extremely ambitious and, as I have said,
people in the West and elsewhere are starting to react. It is,
however, important to recognise that these plans could have
major political impact on the regime itself.
Thank you for your attention.
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